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62nd  Year AGM 

                          
Saturday 2nd February 2019 

 
Hosted by James & Penny 

Prompt 7.45pm Start 
 

Minutes  

www.quizwalks.com or phone 
01737 352832 

 
Present: James Biggs (chairman), Roger Heath (membership secretary), Alan 
Reeves (results secretary), Kath Biggs (treasurer), Geoff Hunt (committee 
member) Joyce Heywood, Andrew Cordani, Denis Biggs, Chris Cooper, Jeremy 
& Joanne Norfolk  
 
Apologies: Elizabeth Gurteen, June Daniels, Barbara Cuthbert, Brenda Watson, 
Gillian Hanna, Jan Spencer & Marion Earp. 
 
Chairman’s Report - Inc minutes of last AGM and matters arising 
 

 JB opened the meeting by welcoming all present and thanked them for attending. 
The above apologies were noted. 
 

 The minutes from the last AGM we reviewed and accepted by the meeting.  
 
Matters Arising  

 
 JB mentioned again that we should find another Club Archivist. This request was 

supported but nobody was appointed and the position remains open. Our current 
Treasurer Kath Biggs is standing down, so a new Treasurer needs to be 
appointed. Robert & Sue are taking a break from organizing quizwalks. They 
were thanked for all the hard work, effort and support they’d given to the club 
over the years since the 80's. 
 
RH mentioned that he forgot to send out the website feedback questionnaire last 
year. This may be used at a later date. 

 
Membership Secretary’s Report 
 
We held 11 quizwalks in 2018, eight in Surrey and one each in Berkshire, Kent 
and Sussex. Best attended quizwalk with a turnout of 31 was the one Joyce and I 
held from the Black Horse in Reigate. Disappointing compared with the last few 
years where three or four quizwalks typically had attendances of 30 or more.  
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And, before I forget, I’d like to thank Alan Reeves for making the statistics side of 
my reporting so much easier through the 2018 analysis report he provided to me. 
 
In 2018 88 quizwalkers put in a total of 252 appearances across the 11 
quizwalks, giving an average turnout of 23. This means average turnouts are on 
a downward curve at the moment – the average was 27 in 2017 and 29 in 2016.  
 
Part of this is down to a progressive decline in our core quizwalkers group. These 
are people I classify as doing three or more quizwalks in a season.  
 
In 2018 not much more than a third of our quizwalkers (that’s 31 out of 88) were 
in that core group. Back in the 2016 season the core group was not that far short 
of half of all quizwalkers. That said, I think the hot weather last year was a factor 
in reducing attendances. 
 
To round off the stats, 39 people made just one appearance and a further 18 
made two. 
 
There were 19 new faces last year. Twelve of them, who put in a total of 14 
appearances, were introduced by existing members. But the standout 
achievement was by the other seven who all came via same introducer and who 
between them put in no less than 26 appearances – and that included a quizwalk 
win by the three who came on James and Penny’s quizwalk. 
 
The introducer was one Rosie McKimmie and the notes I keep in my quizwalkers 
address book system indicate that she enquired by e-mail back in October 2015, 
two years and six months before putting in an appearance! 
 
I took a photo of Rosie and several of her companion’s, along with their dogs, on 
Peter Evans’s quizwalk. I’d like to propose that photo goes up on our website 
photo gallery along, perhaps, with a couple of other photos from those submitted 
to Christine Cooper’s photo competition last year. That will ensure our website 
continues to have a contemporary feel without cluttering it up too much. 
 
Most e-mail enquiries come to nothing but just once in a while one like Rosie 
McKimmie’s blossoms – and that’s why I’m always very reluctant to delete them 
until a good few years have elapsed since the original enquiry. 
 
Fact is that e-mail enquiries are few and far between and I’ve had only one since 
the last AGM. However, that came quite recently from a woman who has just 
started a ladies fellowship group in the Leatherhead/Dorking area – so, fingers 
crossed, it might lead to some attendances this year. 
 
I said at last year’s AGM - and, to quote Theresa May, nothing has changed -  
that given social media wasn’t really my bag I would like the club to appoint 
someone savvy with Facebook, Twitter, Flickr and the like to be formally 
responsible for co-ordinating and driving forward our social media presence.  
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That said, I did fluke an appearance on social media last year. I got a phone call 
out the blue around April time from a woman called Jaz representing a newish 
website called Hulahub, which describes itself as “the UK’s Top Sports and 
Leisure Network”. 
 
The idea is that people running business activities such as fitness clubs and 
cycling clubs, to name but two, can use the site to attract new paying members. 
At the same time Hulahub also wants to broaden the appeal of the site by 
including non-business activities such as ours – hence Jaz’s call to me. 
 
The upshot was that she helped me set up details of our quizwalks programme 
on the site and also did a telephone interview with me, the write-up for which 
went out on Facebook and, I think, on Twitter too. I seem to remember Andrew 
Cordani picked up on this and linked it to our own Facebook page. 
 
In all Hulahub generated three leads last year which, although promising, didn’t 
generate any appearances. However, that was no means a bad start and I will 
persevere with Hulahub this year. 
 
I’d welcome some input this evening on ways of attracting new members, 
especially as it’s easy to get a bit stale when you’ve been membership secretary 
for a fair old time. 
 
END OF REPORT 
 
RH presented a picture of some new walkers, it was agreed this should go onto 
the website. 
 
There was some discussion about social media, including how we go about 
promoting the club through these channels. We decided the best way forward 
was to appoint a social media secretary, Chris Cooper volunteered and was duly 
appointed. 
 
Also walk organisers are to ask venues to promote their walk event through the 
pub's social media if applicable. 
 
Results Secretary's Report   
 
Walk Results Process 
 
The 2018 season results processing was fairly straightforward. 
 
The walk organisers are asked to double check the results generated against 
their own copies of the score sheets. The main checks are that the names of new 
walkers have been read and input correctly, and all of the walkers have been 
included. This did reveal errors on a couple of walks, and is the weak point in the 
process. 
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Walk Event Flyer Processing 
 
The "V33" site design has, for each walk, a link to a flyer PDF prepared by the 
walk organisers (using the Word template). I have usually done the Word to PDF 
conversion for most organisers. This includes adding a map of the walk. 
 
Walk Results 2018 
 
Handicap Walk 
   
The Handicap Walk was well attended with 26 competitors including 2 new 
walkers who then came on later league walks and brought friends with them. 
For the existing league walkers the average correct score was 19.54 and the 
average handicap result was -1.11. Kate Kirchmair was a first time handicap 
winner. 
   
For the new walkers the average correct was score was 23.00 but the average 
handicap result was -2.00 due to the automatic 25 handicap. 
 
League Walks 
   
There were 21 organisers for the 10 league walks. There were 88 (2017 95) 
competitors including 19 (2017 31) new walkers. The average league walk had 
23 competitors (2017 26). 
 
We had 4 League winners and 2 Runners Up under the revised rules. 
 
END OF REPORT 
 
Website Report  - Alan Reeves 
 
Maintenance & Back-up 
 
A large number of mainly small changes were made to the live website after the 
last AGM and in time for the new season. Two further proposed changes were 
made to the test site and need further discussion. 
 
 1) Our 60th Year page: a revised page is available for review. 
 

2) Contact Us page: "sms text" and "e-mail a friend" options were added. 
Initial testing suggested that these only work for certain device / mobile o/s 
types. This should be reviewed. 

 
Member Review 
 
At the 2018 AGM it was suggested that we get feedback from the members on 
the new site layout. This was not attempted. 
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Flickr accounts 
   
We have been using Christine Cooper's Flickr account to hold new quiz walk 
photographs on-line. They are introducing a 1,000 photograph limit, so we need 
to consider alternatives, or add new accounts, or start rationing use of the current 
account. 
 
END OF REPORT   
    
RH has written as draft proposal document for the rewriting the 60th website 
page. This will be sent to all relevant people after this meeting. 
   
Currently CC has in excess of the newly-introduced Flickr limit of 1000 photos, so 
she has purchased a year’s subscription to ensure that none of them is lost. 
 
One possible solution discussed was to share the load by means of other 
members opening Flickr accounts and/or using some of the website space (we 
have plenty) to store pictures. 
 
We decided to keep the SMS text & email a friend options with an explanation 
that they may not work on some devices.  
   
RH has renewed the website hosting package at cost of £120 for two years. This 
was a gift to the club. If anybody else has to do this in the future they must 
negotiate to get the best deal.  
 
RH has given out passwords so others can access the club mailing / membership 
list, which is currently stored in a BT email account. This needs to be exported 
and backed up twice a year by RH, with the data given to AR to save. 
   
Treasurer’s Report 
 
Balance brought forward was £214.17, subs collected £90.00, expenses £88.04, 
closing balance £216.13. Subs to remain at £2. 
 
Kath was given a vote of thanks for her time in office. Joanne Norfolk was 
appointed the new Treasurer. 
   
Club rules 
 
No changes. 
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Dates for 2019 
 

14th April (2018 Andi'Cap) Geoff Hunt & Alan Reeves  
5th May - James & Penny Biggs  
19th May - Peter Evans  
9th June - Roger Heath & Joyce Heywood  
23rd June - Marion Earp & Jan Spencer  
7th July - Jamie Whale & Darren Goodsell 
28th July - Jeremy & Joanne Norfolk 
11th  Aug - John & Amie Davis 
1st Sept - Chris Cooper & Andrew Cordani 
22nd Sept - Geoff Hunt & Alan Reeves  
6th Oct - Brenda Watson, Elizabeth Gurteen, June Daniels & Barbara Cuthbert  
9th Nov - Annual  Lunch, Roger Heath  
29th Dec - Xmas Amble, TBA  
   
Any other business 
 
There was no other business 
 
James & Penny were thanked for hosting the meeting. 

 
 


